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Abstract
This paper proposes a concept design method, called Sacriﬁce for X (SfX), which is supposed to be applied in early development situations.
In principle, this method is an alternative to brainstorming, but aims for better characteristics in terms of eﬀort for learning the method (i.e.,
fewer behavioral rules), scaling to multiple teams, team member solution adherence, and tangibility of opportunistic design choices. Considering
engineering as ﬁnding the right solution in a design space, then SfX is ﬁguratively mapping out the area where the assumed solution lies. Mapping
it one aspect at a time, or one aspect per team.
If one thinks of Design for X (DfX) as concurrently integrating diﬀerent aspects into a design, then SfX can be considered as its counterpart
where all but one aspect can be excluded. Everything, especially design constraints, can be sacriﬁced for one aspect X, hence the name ”Sacriﬁce
for X”. Knowledge, guidelines and toolboxes from DfX are reusable, which makes SfX a good companion method for teams exercising DfX: SfX
for design space explorations and DfX for solution realization. Furthermore, the applicability, beneﬁts and caveats of the presented method are
discussed.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Professor Lihui Wang.
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1. Introduction
Anyone who has been tasked to develop a non-trivial system
felt the overwhelming complexity of problems and potential so-
lutions at the start. Is in addition the intended purpose of the
system vague and/or the pursued design procedure unclear the
overwhelmingness can magnify. Sacriﬁce for X (SfX) is a con-
cept design method meant to be applied in this kind of situations
to support a team ﬁnding a path forward for the development.
It does this by helping the team or the single developer to un-
derstand the underlying design space of an engineering task. It
also enables them to make improved downstream decisions on
product goals and requirements. It is not a holistic approach
and sees considering all the inﬂuence factors as impossible, be-
cause not just product design is in its nature opportunistic, the
developing process itself is, i.e., not all possible outcomes can
be examined and validated.
The ulterior goal of SfX is to speed up a development en-
deavor, i.e., mitigate a large class of iteration reasons by having
a better grasp on the underlying design trade-oﬀs. Acquiring
the understanding on the main design trade-oﬀs is done with
the proposed method in a scalable fashion. Scalability in order
to allow the acceleration of the learning by parallelization with
a low likelihood of redundant or wasted work. The basic idea
is illustrated in ﬁg. 1.
From a product centric perspective, it is important to decide
what features to include into a product, and probably more so
to decide which features to leave out. Mapping design spaces
assists with building and communicating an intuition for what
feature choices cause for design possibilities.
The next chapter covers the utilized mapping metaphor, in
chapter 3 motivation and state-of-the-art are presented, chap-
ter 4 introduces the method, chapter 5 discusses its caveats and
aspired beneﬁts, and the last chapter concludes with a summary
and an outlook.
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Fig. 1. Iterative development compared to an optimal execution of SfX in de-
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2. Mapping Metaphor
A metaphor, while having its limitations, helps to transport
a thought, or an idea from one place to another. It helps in
”stretching of ideas”, thinking creatively, and transfer knowl-
edge across domains [1]. For explaining SfX the metaphor of
cartography is utilized to make it comprehensible even for non-
product development specialists.
If a task would be to go to an unknown location with unclear
instructions, one would naturally look it up in a map and de-
cide on the most suitable route to get there. The author sees the
design of new and innovative products as going on uncharted
territory, where no map exists. Therefore, exploration is neces-
sary and creating a ”map” aids communicating options for a fu-
ture product. SfX incorporates a divide and conquer approach.
Translated to the metaphor, it means to choose a starting point
and then go in diﬀerent direction from there in order to scout
the area. The initial goal is to acquire knowledge about the
area, not ﬁnding the right place.
Design spaces are complex, often abstract, and non-linear,
making the mapping metaphor unsuitable for many situations.
One example where considered as appropriate is visibility
range, one does not see everything from everywhere. This ex-
plaining the necessity of going further even if a solution has
been identiﬁed. In the physical world there are places which
are hard or even impossible to reach; also one cannot possess
intimate knowledge about places that havent visited; or one cant
have been everywhere with a reasonable amount of resources.
Explaining the need to consider how we spend development
time and resources.
3. Motivation and State-of-the-Art
On of the primary motivations behind SfX is to provide a
minimal method with clear as possible instructions to take away
pressure from the team to get the right solution fast, i.e., sup-
porting a team to cope with an overwhelming situation. An-
dreasen and Hein [2] argue that all activities in development
are incrementally devoted to clariﬁcation. In early development
situations, at the crossing between the fuzzy front end and new
product development, clariﬁcation is considered as collectively
understanding of main design trade-oﬀs within a design space.
Skogstads work [3] indicates, that it’s beneﬁcial for design-
ers to focus on executing and experimenting rather than on
planning. SfX tries to push designers to experiment with gen-
eral directions in order to allow for a scalable divide and con-
quer approach. This general directions shall not be the actual
goal, making SfX an indirect approach, like the upside down
approach described in [4]. SfX is inspired by Marty Neumeiers
[5]: ”The most innovative designers consciously reject the stan-
dard option box and cultivate an appetite for thinking wrong”.
It is located between going for the right design from the start
and not going for the right design at all, by going for multiple
partially right designs.
Interviews with industry practitioners have been conducted
for an explorative study and indicated that requirements engi-
neering is still an unsolved problem and ”jack of all trades”
requirement baselines still occur in practice. The methods
premise is that decoupling problems from solutions in early
stages of development (e.g., goal formulation) like suggested
in [6] encourages unfeasible requirements. Instead of decou-
pling problems from solutions, SfX encourages to split the goal
apart and look at likely consequences on partial solutions one
at a time.
The Encapsulation Design Model [7], as one example of
many, encapsulates the elements ”Exploration”, ”Concept Syn-
thesis”, ”Product Synthesis”, ”Product Development”, and
”Product Life Synthesis”, each diﬀer in scope and abstraction
levels of the products description. SfX separates scope in terms
of important aspects of the product, not design model entities
and leaves choosing an appropriate level of abstraction to SfX
practitioners.
An interesting trade-oﬀ found while interviewing is, that de-
sign proposals need to be made tangible to communicate, but
if done too well, stakeholders stick with an idea and become
less ﬂexible for other proposals that may provide a greater busi-
ness value. This is common knowledge within interface and
interaction design, as it is described by Buxten et al. in [8].
The motivation behind SfX is to make the design space (and its
trade-oﬀs) tangible, not an idea, proposal, or a concept.
A very similar manner is team members and their adherence
to their favorite solutions. As Birkhofer et al. [9] state: ”One
cannot expect engineers to always make completely rational de-
cision”, more speciﬁcally: ”frequently for most designers the
ﬁrst idea seems to be the most charming one”. A team mem-
ber having a fundamental problem with the idea his or her team
realizes can be an obstacle for the success of the whole devel-
opment endeavor. SfX mitigates this by explicitly making it a
non-goal to create ideas for the right product from the start and
therefore makes it harder for a team member to adhere to a ﬁrst
or favorite idea in early stages. Nonetheless, team member’s
commitment to a solution is considered essential in later stages,
when a solution is agreed upon. Deciding on such a way for-
ward is easier if team members do not already possess strong
adherence to many diﬀerent solutions.
Another interviewee mentioned constraints that were not
questioned at the beginning of a large, company-wide project,
which, in hindsight, should have been probed more thoroughly.
As early constraints can have severe negative impact on a
projects outcome, because they cut oﬀ large parts of the design
space, the proposed method allows no additional constraints ex-
cept going for, and focusing on one aspect at a time only. If a
fence is important enough to cut oﬀ half of the design space,
it should be allowed to look into the possibilities when broken
through, or if very strictly obeyed.
Non-trivial problems with complex goals make it harder for
teams not to lose focus. ”Parkinson’s Law of triviality” [10] is
one possible explanation. Complex goals with many constraints
can be hindering in ﬁnding new innovative ideas and make suc-
cessful exercising of brainstorming more challenging. This jus-
tiﬁes elaborating on how to organize development projects in
early phases.
Brainstorming, as a method applied in ideation, requires its
practitioners to follow an additional set of rules in order to cre-
ate good results. According to a popular list1, they are: don’t
judge, don’t comment, don’t edit, don’t execute, don’t worry,
don’t look backward, don’t sap energy, don’t compare, don’t
1http://www.forbes.com/2010/04/20/brainstorming-ideation-ideas-
leadership-managing-innovation.html
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make fun at others’ expense, and as aforementioned: do’t lose
focus. The main goal behind this rules is to ”keep the ﬂow go-
ing” in order to create large number of ideas [11] resembling
brainstorming’s maxim ”quantity breeds quality”. Motivation
behind SfX is to learn from most of those rules and incorporate
them in its own design to the eﬀect that users do not have to
learn and apply these rules by altering their behavior.
Additionally, SfX diﬀers from brainstorming in its wider fo-
cus. The goal of brainstorming is to create many ideas, leaning
towards one direction. The goal of SfX is to focus on fewer
ideas but further away from each other. This is illustrated in
ﬁg. 2.
Fig. 2. (a) brainstorming; (b) Sacriﬁce for X.
Guided Brainstorming [12], a brainstorming variant, facili-
tates inventive principles from the TRIZ (Theory of inventive
Problem Solving) methodology [13] in its sessions. Design
problems in TRIZ are described with contradictions, which are
to be removed by the inventor through inventive principles in-
stead of ”trading” one contradictory parameter for another. In
comparison, SfX is about making that exact trades in the ﬁrst
place in order to learn about them and their consequences. Then
decide later if it is worth the eﬀort to solve the contradictions
with an innovative principle.
4. Sacriﬁce for X - The Method
Principally SfX is divided into four steps executed sequen-
tially, while the second can consist of multiple tasks that can
be executed at the same time by diﬀerent development teams or
teammembers:
1. Identify important aspects {X}
2. Execute each Sacriﬁce for X
3. Compare and map results
4. Decide on further action
Each of the four steps are discussed in detail in the next four
subsections.
4.1. Identify important aspects {X}
The ﬁrst step, when applying SfX, is identifying the most
important aspects of a design task or a design brief. Such as-
pects can cover sales related subjects to technological ones and,
of course, economical or operational themes. Usually a coarse
idea or a business opportunity description include general di-
rections. General X’s could be:
• Sacriﬁce for a sales story
• Sacriﬁce for a new promising technology
• Sacriﬁce for costs
The actual aspects are dependent on the type of product and
the organization executing the development. However, its de-
scription should ﬁt into a headline and there should not be too
many. Three X’s for the example of developing a plastic FDM
(fused deposition modeling) 3D printer, like depicted in ﬁg. 3
could be:
• Sf. self-replication
• Sf. printing-process stability
• Sf. assembly time
Fig. 3. MendelMax 1.5
From here on, ”Sacriﬁce for” is consistently shortened to
”Sf”). ”Sf. Apple like design” is less technical and one the au-
thor has seen in the industry. In general, X’s can origin from
a wide range of needs. One could have a ”Sf. TTM (time
to money)” in which a concept is drafted where the designing
and deployment processes are itself considered. E.g., activities
that are either time consuming or have a long delay are left out
or are replaced with shorter processes, roughly answering the
question on how to get to a market fast and what would be the
consequences for quality and costs. It should not go unmen-
tioned, that Design for X (DfX) and its X’s are another great
source for aspects as they reﬂect real and proven needs. De-
sign for Assembly helps make product more assembly friendly,
Sf. Assembly helps you answering the question, how assem-
bly friendly can the product be and what has to be given up for
assembly friendliness.
X’s including the trade-oﬀ within, are unsuitable for this
method. The goal when applying the method is to make design
choices visible by exaggerating. Hence, ”Sf. economic opti-
mality”, ”Sf. best results”, ”Sf. most value added”, ”Sf. win-
win”, etc. should be split apart. A guide for beginners could
be the quality triangle from project management: sf. quality, sf.
time, sf. costs. Three aspects commonly in conﬂict with each
other.
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A task description for the Sf. self-replication from the ex-
ample could be ”Design a 3D printer that can replicate as much
of itself as possible. No other constraints apply”. As a task
as the former is open ended, it is advisable to add a deadline.
Transforming the example instruction into: ”See how far you
get in Y hours with making a 3D printer design that replicates
as much of itself as possible”. With a task descriptions for all
chosen aspects X, one can proceed with step two.
4.2. Execute each Sacriﬁce for X
The second step is executing each X on its own. A team
or a person working on one direction is then allowed, even en-
couraged, to give up all other aspects. This limiting scope and
context of a task and therefore reduces its complexity and cog-
nitive load on the developers. For the 3D printer example, we
could execute each of the three X’s like described below. In-
stead of a design brief, the starting point is the ”MendelMax
1.5” depicted in ﬁg. 3.
Sf. self-replication: An approach could be to look at all
non-printed parts and try to replace them with printed ones.
Starting with the aluminum frame, then replace the gear belt
with a printed toothed bar and cogwheel. As SfX does not al-
low any additional constraints, one could go further and replace
the frame altogether. This can be achieved by positioning the
extruder with booms. Creating a design with following main
characteristics:
• Frameless
• Booms attached to the heat bed
• Delta positioning of the extruder nozzle
Sf. process stability: A design optimized for process stabil-
ity could have these characteristics:
• Extra linear guides
• Controller model incorporates printer dynamics
• Sensor for measuring the ﬁlament feed
• Specially coated heat bed
Sf. assembly time: Reduction of the assembly time can be
achieved by replacing subassemblies with solid parts fulﬁlling
the same functionality. E.g., instead of using aluminum item
proﬁle that have to be assembled together, one could use precut
wooden parts.
• Wooden bottom frame and bridge
• Assembly mostly from one direction
Diﬀerent X’s can be given to diﬀerent people or teams. The
general goals (X’s) should take care that the likelihood of re-
dundant work is low. A team or person working on one X is
allowed to go as far as they need or have time to. Depictions of
our examples can be found in ﬁg. 4.
Within a team executing an X, as the goal’s complexity is re-
duced, many behavioral rules from brainstorming do not need
to be as strongly enforced. For example, ”don’t judge” is re-
placed by ”judge only in one aspect”. The same holds for don’t
compare: Comparing is acceptable if based on the executed as-
pect X. Losing focus is made considerable harder, as there is
only one aspect to focus on. The risk of executing is lessened
by not going for the right product and therefore rendering it
pointless to think about its realization, if however, the X itself
does not include the realization (like in sf. TTM).
If an X has a comparable counterpart from DfX, it rules,
guidelines and tools can be utilized. In our example Design
for Assembly [14] ﬁts to ”Sf. assembly time”. Which beneﬁts a
team already exercising DfA, as they can reuse there knowledge
and tools.
4.3. Compare and map results
In the third step, results from the preceding step are com-
pared and analyzed. From a practical perspective, if diﬀerent
persons or teams have worked on diﬀerent X’s, they can present
their ideas to each other. If every team has a diﬀerent X’s its na-
ture is noncompetitive. As the X’s are diﬀerent, valuable infor-
mation is communicated. SfX can also be easily arranged com-
petitively by giving the same X to diﬀerent persons or teams.
More complex setups are imaginable, e.g., three X’s are given
to three teams each consisting of three members. Each team has
to execute each X and every team member has to present one X.
Mind maps, comparison tables, or tools like described in [15]
can be used to visualize. Suitable visualization types depend on
the system to develop and the way engineers choose to describe
the results from the second step.
Fig. 4. (a) GUS Simpson; (b) Sigma3D; (c) ITopie.
Due to legal restrictions, 3D printers from the RepRap
project2 are adapted to illustrate our example. Comparing
”Sf. self-replication” (ﬁg. 4.(a)) and ”Sf. process stability”
(ﬁg. 4.(b)), two diﬀerences strike out: One is the kinematics
to position the extruder nozzle. The other is the missing frame
in the GUS Simpson.
Comparison of the ”Sf. process stability” (ﬁg. 4.(b)) and the
”Sf. assembly friendliness” (ﬁg. 4.(c)) yields more detailed de-
sign options. Diﬀerent number of guides in vertical movement
direction are added for more stability in the ﬁrst. The material
of the frame is diﬀerent. Another distinction is the controller
model (one incorporations a predictive model based controller).
Only in one design, a sensor to measure the ﬁlament feed rate is
found to limit the impact of error events like a blocked extruder
nozzle.
Design option derived from the comparison are summarized
in table 1.
While so far the diﬀerences and inferred trade-oﬀs are high-
lighted, it is likewise interesting to look at what is similar and
occurs in all or most SfX’s. None of the SfX’s eliminated the
extruder, the printing plane (heat bed), or the electronics.
2http://reprap.org
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Table 1. Main design trade-oﬀs derived from the comparison.
Trade-oﬀ Options
Kinematic model orthogonal delta positioning
Frame frame frameless
Guides per axis 4 2
Frame material aluminum proﬁles wood
Controller untouched model predictive control
Filament feed rate not measured measured
Heatbed surface specially coated no extra treatment
4.4. Decide on further action
Subsequent step is to determine what to do next. One option
is to reiterate on previous steps starting with the ﬁrst one. This
is advisable if a new important aspect appeared. Another op-
tion is to decide on a goal and pursue it with the organizations
implementation processes. Both is simultaneously possible on
diﬀerent levels: one can start implementing a subsystem that is
most likely in the ﬁnal design. The thinking is, if the same sub-
system is in wildly diﬀerent X’s, then the likelihood of being
necessary in the ﬁnal design is high, and resources spend on it
will not be wasted. This is exploiting co-evolutionary charac-
teristics of development to reduce time to market. Additionally,
subsystems with a higher level of detail help to understand other
subsystems adjoined to them and as a consequence increase the
overall comprehension of the overall system.
In our example, the extruder and the heat bed could be
worked on straight away. The extruder for better printing sta-
bility (stable ﬁlament feed) and the head bed for high adhe-
sion while printing (heated) and low adhesion for unloading
and cleaning (not heated). One could think that resources on
the motion controller will not be wasted, as there is one need in
every SfX. The sf. self-replication comparison with sf. process
stability shows, that the controller then either needs to be able
to handle diﬀerent kinematic models, or is subjected to a design
decision choosing a kinematic model.
For the printer example, a way forward could be:
• One part of the team starts testing, if the frameless delta-
positioning design combined with a model predictive con-
troller (incorporating the whole printer dynamics) can
achieve the needed printing stability. They start to work
on a proof of concept.
• The other team members start working on the heat bed and
the extruder. As the result of the delta-positioning proof of
concept will only marginally aﬀect these parts.
5. Caveats and aspired beneﬁts
The methods tries to be transferable into practice by factor-
ing in K. Wallace [16] reasons for poor take up on methods. It
intends to be simple and practical, it should not be much eﬀort
to implement or try out the method, and the immediate beneﬁt is
explained through the mapping metaphor. Biggest caveat is, the
method is new and therefore it’s untested, if the method ﬁts the
needs of designers. From the authors point of view, high prob-
ability of successful realization, need satisfaction, and success
in the widest sense are given, characterizing SfX as a concept
design method in Andreasen et al. [7] sense of a concept.
One caveat, when applying the method, is with selecting X’s.
The X’s should focus on diﬀerent aspects. If not, the resulting
diﬀerences might be less tangible and therefore less valuable.
While the method was initially intended as a scalable al-
ternative to brainstorming, developing the concept method
brought up additional characteristics, which, the author be-
lieves, other design methods for early phases in development
could consider and beneﬁt from.
Activity scaling and concurrency. Diﬀerent teams or indi-
viduals can work on diﬀerent directions at the same time with a
low likelihood of taking the same path. On the other end of the
scale, a single person can go through a couple of SfX’s alone.
Reducing ﬂow stoppers in ideation that can be described as
”but then it wouldn’t do Y” by setting up one goal at a time and
not having a Y in the ﬁrst place. SfX formalizes a natural pre-
dictive counter-argument for the above statement: ”let’s forget
about Y for one moment, we could ”
Tangible design options for engineers and non-engineers.
Show management what happens if they decide to make a prod-
uct more X. Argue with colleagues what design choices are
there and how they would aﬀect the resulting product.
Solution adherence. Teams/engineers are a vital aspect of
engineering design. Not letting them build up strong prefer-
ences for an idea helps not only to agree more easily on a solu-
tion to realize later, it also reduces an engineer’s reservation to
touch and improve on someone else’s input. An idea to make
the product as X as possible (e.g. cheap) is easier for an en-
gineer to compromise on than his/her proposal for what he/she
believes is the needed product.
Point of view switch in interdisciplinary settings. Assuming
a situation, where a team needs to build up mutual understand-
ing of each other’s professional perspectives, then an X’s can be
assigned to non-X specialists. E.g., let a production specialist
work on a sf. a sales story and a marketing professional on a sf.
new production technology.
Requirements elicitation. Allowing teams to remove func-
tionality makes diﬀerent understanding of basic functionality
visible. The features no one sacriﬁces, even they are allowed
to, can be seen as the common ground. What one misses in a
SfX is probably needed. What they do not miss is likely irrele-
vant.
Knowing where to innovate. It is easy to create new inno-
vative product descriptions, if one disregards the technical and
economic constraints of its realization, marketing and distribu-
tion. The design trade-oﬀs deﬁne the design space and possi-
bilities for a real product. Knowing them is essential for over-
coming them and deliberately create innovation.
Exploitative of co-evolution. A practice with developing
complex systems is to start with the components, which are
most certainly needed. Even though, the requirements for the
overall system have not been ﬁnalized. SfX supports this ap-
proach by looking at diﬀerent X’s and identify the components
occurring in all or most of them. The assumption is, if they are
in proposals that are optimized for widely diﬀerent aspects they
will be needed in the actual solution.
Retrievable and reusable ideas. Assume following example:
A detailed cost calculation in a later stage of the project shows
that your product is still too expensive and margins would be
too low to justify investment. If a sf. cost has been done before,
it is natural to go back to it and see what has been applied there
to make it cheaper and how it inﬂuences the product. If a sf.
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cost has been done for a similar project, it could be a source for
solutions too.
Combinable with other methods. Many design methods ex-
ists and diﬀerent teams with diﬀerent backgrounds know and
favor diﬀerent ones. The proposed method tries to make it easy
to integrate other methods by being minimal. For instance con-
joint analysis [17] from market research could be utilized to
identify customer speciﬁc X’s. Complaint analysis, internal and
external ideas for improvement, customer satisfaction surveys,
etc. can also be used to identify important aspects. For the
second step, DfX is applicable, because its knowledge, rules,
and tools are reusable. The result from listing design trade-oﬀs
closely resembles a table from morphological analysis.
6. Summary and Outlook
The introduced method SfX makes design trade-oﬀs tangible
by exaggerating. The method itself can be summarized in four
steps: (1) Identify important aspects {X}; (2) Sacriﬁce for each
chosen aspect X; (3) Compare results; (4) decide on further ac-
tions. SfX is considered a concept method and its applicability
in practice is untested.
The proposed method is diﬀerent from existing design meth-
ods for early development situations as it splits scope by prod-
uct relevant aspects and not by development process entities,
it embraces co-evolution instead of trying to prevent it, it does
not arbitrarily split the design space into problems and solutions
and does not prescribe a level of detail to its practitioners.
By pursuing this simple approach, novel ideas and potential
beneﬁts for future design methods have been identiﬁed and are
brieﬂy discussed. The main intended advantages are its scal-
ability, consideration of team cooperation aspects, and easier
recognition and communication of main design trade-oﬀs.
Future work will focus on the reﬁnement of the method and
evaluation of its applicability in practice.
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